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**Case Title:** Distilleria Washington, Inc. v. La Tondeña Distillers, Inc. and the Honorable
Court of Appeals

**Facts:**

1. **Initial Purchase**: Distilleria Washington, Inc. purchased 18,157 empty “350 c.c. white
flint bottles” originally marked with “La Tondeña Inc.” and “Ginebra San Miguel.”
2. **Usage**: Distilleria Washington used these bottles for its “Gin Seven” products.
3.  **Initial  Court Action**:  La Tondeña Distillers,  Inc.  (LTDI) filed a replevin action to
recover these bottles, claiming violation of Republic Act 623 due to unauthorized use of
marked bottles.
4. **Trial Court Decision**: The Regional Trial Court dismissed LTDI’s complaint, holding
that the purchasers pay for both the liquor and the bottles, transferring ownership to them.
5.  **Appeal**:  LTDI  appealed,  and  the  Court  of  Appeals  reversed  the  trial  court,
emphasizing that under Republic Act 623, use of marked bottles without the manufacturer’s
consent is unlawful.
6.  **Supreme  Court  Decision  (October  17,  1996)**:  The  Supreme  Court  modified  the
appellate  court’s  decision,  acknowledging  a  valid  transfer  of  ownership  to  Distilleria
Washington but upholding that they cannot use the bottles due to trademark protection.
LTDI was ordered to pay Distilleria Washington Php 18,157.00 in compensation.
7. **Motion for Reconsideration**: Distilleria Washington filed a motion for reconsideration,
arguing that as the owner, they should have possession and use of the bottles.
8.  **Supreme Court Review**:  The Court set a hearing and required memoranda from
parties on the implications of Section 5 of R.A. 623, which precludes actions against those
who receive bottles by sale.

**Issues:**

1.  **Ownership  vs.  Possession**:  Whether  Distilleria  Washington,  as  the  owner  of  the
bottles, is entitled to their possession and use despite the trademark rights of LTDI.
2.  **Applicability  of  R.A.  623**:  Whether  the  provisions  of  Republic  Act  623 preclude
Distilleria Washington’s use of the bottles despite their ownership.

**Court’s Decision:**

1. **Ownership with Possession Rights**: The Supreme Court reconsidered and reversed its
earlier decision. The Court ruled that the transfer of bottles by sale confers ownership with
all its attributes, including possession.
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2. **Republic Act 623 Revisited**: The Court distinguished between Sections 2, 3, and 5 of
R.A. 623. Sections 2 and 3, addressing the unlawful use and possession of marked bottles
without  the  manufacturer’s  consent,  apply  when  the  manufacturer  retains  ownership.
Section 5 precludes actions under Sections 2 and 3 once the bottles are sold.
3. **Proprietary Rights**: Since LTDI sold the bottles, they relinquished all  proprietary
rights. Distilleria Washington, as the owner, could exercise all ownership rights, subject to
not infringing LTDI’s trademark.

**Doctrine:**

1. **Ownership Transfer by Sale**: When bottles are sold, ownership transfers, including all
attributes such as possession and use, barring any infringement of the seller’s trademark or
incorporeal rights.
2. **Section 5 of R.A. 623**: No action can be brought under R.A. 623 against a person to
whom the registered manufacturer has transferred containers by way of sale.
3. **Prima Facie Presumption**: Sections 2 and 3 of R.A. 623, creating presumptions of
illegal use without written permission, apply to retained ownership by the manufacturer.

**Class Notes:**

– **Elements of Ownership**: Jus utendi (use), jus fruendi (fruits), jus abutendi (consume),
jus disponendi (dispose), and jus vindicandi (exclude).
– **R.A. 623 Sections**:
– **Sec. 2**: Prohibits use of marked containers without consent.
– **Sec. 3**: Possession without consent is prima facie unlawful.
– **Sec. 5**: Precludes actions against transferees by sale.
– **Application**: Transfer by sale nullifies the prima facie presumption in Sections 2 and 3.

**Historical Background:**

In the 1990s, the Philippine gin market was dominated by large companies like La Tondeña,
which sought to protect their market share from smaller competitors. This case highlights
the tension between large industry protection through trademarks and the need for smaller
businesses to utilize resources such as recycled bottles, presenting broader implications for
market competition and regulation.


